AIMS AND OBJECTS
OBJECTIVES VISUALISED
To day AVOPAs have grown systematically at all levels viz.., Individual, District and State Levels (e.g.A.P)
and doing their best in the field of Service to uplift the Community and bring awareness from all angles to
serve the country context to the need and emergency. AVOPAs are playing the role of Institutions selflessly
and serving the cause of State and Country. It is therefore, imperative that there should be a NATIONAL
BODY to oversee the activities of all such AVOPAs in various states to harness and channel their strengths
for an appropriate purpose and cause of the community and society. It has a role to play embracing
Community welfare activities at MICRO LEVEL while serving the cause of the Nation in general.
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The Association or Federation is committed and shall pursue with utmost devotion the following objectives:
❖

To harmonize the various activities of AVOPAs and bring about an unified functioning for
channeling and harnessing the available strengths for a common purpose to promote its objectives.

❖

To facilitate and promote relations among States on family bondage by organizing Matrimonial
Bureau exclusively to confine to State to State relations by paving way for speedy marriages
between States aiming at National Integration.

❖

To exchange information relating to various welfare activities in different states such
as
employment and career guidance bureaus while serving more particularly and intensively in the field
of education, health and industry. Further to strive to bring about transformation in the disposition
of charity and philanthropy to promote the above fields in coordination with other similar
organizations.

❖

To act as Communication link between AVOPAs in different States.

❖

To construct holiday homes / rest houses in different places of the country for the benefit of all
members of various AVOPAs.

❖

To assist AVOPAs in all the activities for the welfare of their members.

❖

To have service programmes for the benefit of society in general and members in particular.

❖

To devise and supply common monograms, lapel pins and flags to all AVOPAs and strive to bring
uniformity in such matters.

❖

To organize competitions and functions in common interests of all AVOPAs in the country.

❖

To act as information center by collecting data pertaining to matters of interest from all states.

ACTIVITIES AT VARIOUS LEVEL
The Individual AVOPAs, District AVOPAs have already serving the destitute, poor, sick and less fortunate
in the community by extending assistance in the form of scholarships, feeding the poor, distribution of fruits
and clothes to the sick, organizing blood donation, eye and medical camps etc., Thus the role of AVOPAs
in the society is immense and extensive. The National Body will take up similar activities in a bigger way
extending to devastating natures fury such as flood menace and earth-quake while concentrating on
education, health and sanitation depending on need and emergency.
ACTIVITIES TO BE TAKEN UP
1. To organize a matrimonial Bureau exclusively serving inter-state needs and bringing closer the
people of one state to another state

2. To promote state and individual AVOPAs in states where there are no AVOPAs, at present may
be Orrisa, New Delhi, West Bengal, Kerala, Assam
& Tamilnadu, to start with and subsequently in
other States.
PATRONS AND SUPPORTERS
In addition to dedication and proficiency of Managing team, AIFA holds spontaneous support and blessings
from number of prominent personalities in India and abroad whose support and guidance shall provide
added enthusiasm and strengthening in promoting, harnessing and sustaining and specially coordinating the
activities of various AVOPAs.
SUPPORT SOLICITED
The Governing Council of AIFA fervently request the support and guidance from all blessed
people in India and abroad by providing the required encouragement, support and guidance in rising to the
challenging tasks of AIFA. AIFA has finalized the following memberships to give the opportunity to
prominent members of the community.
Chief Advisor
Advisors
Chief Patron/Poshakulu
Life Member

Rs. 25,000 and above
Rs. 20,000
Rs. 15,000 and above
Rs. 10,000

(above categories will be purely at the discretion of the president) It is to be understood that the above category of
members will enjoy the following privileges on becoming members

1.
2.
3.
4.

Their photo and bio-data will be published in the newsletter of FEDERATION AND warm
greetings will be extended.
All the above members will be honored in one of the public meetings to be organized by the
Federation.
All the above will be invited to the General body of the Federation.
Chief advisors, Advisors and Chief patrons and patrons will be invited to all Governing
Council

Meetings. Their suggestions will be taken into account. 50% of amounts received from above categories of
members will be treated as corpus fund and will be invested in a Bank or in an Institution approved by the
General Body and interest received there from alone will be spent for charitable and recurring expenditure
of the Federation. The Balance of 50% of amount will be utilized for the recurring expenditure of the
federation to run its administration. The Governing Council has the right to divert such corpus for acquiring
building or other permanent assets of the Federation. The Governing Council will seek the ratification of
General Body subsequently.

